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This paper'portrays three young wofien who 'followed the same teacher

educaton program and were places' in one highly structured school. The study

,
focuses on how individual student teachers deJlop. perspectives towards teaching,

giving meaning and interpreti school experiences. The'cases were constructed
. v ,

.
t

,,

based on surveys, interviews4 and classroom observations. Factors other thant,
the setting and personalit were found to influence, and shape student teachers'

,views.' Though actions were similar at times due to school designed practice's,'

the students gave differeritt meaning to their practice and developed divergent
.

perspectives. The pgper stresses the uniqueness and value of each experience to

understand' the making of'a teacher, and concludes with lessonS to be learned

for teacher education pTograms,
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. INTRODUCTION

The pdrpose of this paper is to gortr'ay three young women who

followed the same teacher education program and how, they constructed

their views towardsteaching. Each of these three students were placed

in one highly structut1641GE (Individually Guided Education) schpbl.

This study focuseson these three studentteacher's attempts to.develop

meaning and personal interpretatioAs about teaching for common school

experiences. The individuals wire faced with similar occupational
.

rules and structures, but had different experiences and stories to

tell. Although the book cover was the same, the stories were different.
.

t,This paper attempts to understand the personal interpretations And
,4

, -synthesis that these et-II-dents were making c) teaching perspective.

The teacher socialization literature is mainly concerped with adoption '

of occup4tional norms.and beliefs and in some ways ignores another

important aspect of teaching deVelopment, namely, the emerging of an

individual in a traditional d.ntitutiot such as school (Meyer & Rowan,
.

,1978). The,problem, as we see it, is not if college onschool's impct

ts
4,

stronger or whether they are allied in Perpetdating traditional,;roles

(Zeichner & Tabachnick, 1981) but what are the, experien4s, and the

- processes of growth. What does each case tell-us about personal ways

of internalizing, assimilating; and actualizing v5ried'biographic11 and-,

contextual experiences? What is4 the personal synthesis, .if any,

'---that studentS would _make?

The image of going,back home is helpful when lookingsat
.

,0
student teaching. When going home, mikedlOd'opposite feelings may.: ,

I 4
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appear. There is at times a sense of the familiar and at times a feeling

of the unknown. Generation saps and new perspectives are interwoven

with the Sense of belonging and yet of being different. The son or

daughter is no longer a 'child and wants to be treated as an adult. There

is acquiescence and yet rebell cin, questioning 6d acceptance., The

Mage of coming back home seems io be.tacitly presentin many\of the

student-teachers' experiences .during theirpracticum in schools. They,

know the institution from,thousands of hourg as students themselves.

Things look familiar, the "mis en scene" has not changed very much:

4 :

desks
J tables, blackboards, books, grades; and homework are still.a

-:

great part pf the act. The main difference is in the role to be played:

the teaching role. is this role and its formation: Jthe becoming

I

1

a teacher which is studied, the official and public teaching role.

Being a teacher and being recognized as such in the stulent-teaching

.

experience is prdblem- atic. The questions often askedfare: How do
)

students become teachers? How do theysoialize in the role.?: What and

where are the sources of influence? Do students
°

develop a teaching

'0-rspective? . Are their beliefs and actions congrueht during their
C
student-teaching experience?

r,

Educators and researchers have debate iXne source of influences

in the studenteathing experience. Is it the organizational and
0

institutionhf structure where students receive training--41iversity and °

ktiools--or is it the biographical and personality factors which every

student.comes with into a program? The answers to the questions- are

different -3n the literature. Three views preIail'-- 1) the ecological

.
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context view- Doyle and Ponder (1975): Copeland -(1966);t2) the psycho-

.

logical context view Lortie (1975), and Wright and Tuska (1968);and

3) the interactive view LaceyT1977), and Zeichner and Grant (1981)

where both'pycholagy and social structur4- are intertwined in teachers'

development.

The ecolbgical viewsees both cooperating teachers and students

caught by the constraints of. theisocial structure within which they work:

school bureaucracy, odcupational rules, institutional norms, ", network- :_..,..... { aa

of interconnecteaprocesses and events which ampinges upon behavior
;

in
. -.. .

. the teaching-rnviionment" (Doyle and Ponder, 1975, p. 183). This is

r 3 .

view ,that looks at teachers an student teachers as perpetuating exiSring
f , 4.

----

routines and maintaining the school'S status quo.

The psychological context _view emphasizes the role of biography and
0

4

perSonal Clispbsitiorisas major factors in teachers' develibpment. Lortie

.

(1975) even.questions the term socialization as appropriate in describing

the entry into the.teaching role. Formal,trdining is seen as tangential

ea rake* configuraitiorc.'

: ..

The int9cactive_view set forth-by-Lacey (19,77)sand-supported"by.4,

..

Zeichner and Grant (1980Y points tO the importance of lookingat the

4 - .

influence of,hiogrsphy'on soci ialization outcomes. Student teachers

O

.
.

play an active part in.internalizing*ihe role. They come into the
.

,. profession with a set of beliefs and an orientation that belong to
, . _

their personal makeu and'the broader social csilture within which they
..

-... . ,

',* operate and ftnction.'
r

,

1 1

r
.

k The literature (as .reviewed by Zeichner an\ d Tabachnick (1981)),
,

.

ha also dealt with which impact is Stronger on student-teachers'

F

. ,
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development - -the university or the sShools. The commonly accepted view

is of the liberal impact of professional educations and the. gradual shift

towards more conservative and. traditional. views of schooling. This
`ea.

common belief has not been sorrbborated in research as there were two

main erroneous assumptions: one, that all students go into student

teaching with liberal ideas and two, that all practicing teachers have

traditional !views.' Zeichner and Grant,(1980) found that many students

start their Student-teaching practicum with more custodial views toward
./

pupil control than their cooperating teachers.' Others like Iannacone

and Britton (1964) suggest that students are in a transitional peiiod,

r--
characterized by ambivalent feelings, insecurities,and contraditions.

Tabachnick, Popkewitz, and Zeichner (1979-80) confirm this characterize-
.

tion, seeing students accomodating to two institutions: university and
.

public school's. Fox (1977) looks at the issue, a little differently:by

pointing out how the teacher educatiOn programs-do not immerse the students

in either, culture: schools or unilrsity. The stipulation is that' these

two settings offer,different dynamics and the synthesis is not "rational,

gradual or eten developmental," but rather "a process that is divergent,

abrupt and unpredictable" (p. 29). Moreover, "it is the synthesis of
C

these two dynamic cultures that will define 'all programs and the develop- '

. %
ment of all student teachers."

Zeidhner and Tabachnick (1981, p. 10) See schools and univer-.

sides as partners in tine development of:traditional teaching perspectiVes,
-r

encouraging acquiescence and conformity to existAg'school,routines.
, .

the individual is men as .powerless when faced with iffstitutional
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constraints, an "illusion, disillusion, reality conflict" takes place

(Tabachnick, 1980). The larger social forces outside of schools and

-university classrooms bear a large impact on teachers' development

(Zeichner and Grant, 1981). Many! complex factors are at play in teachers'

development and the interplay of these various variables is the unknown:

The otber,importaht-issuvis related `to teachers' perspective's.

As defined by Hammersley (1977) perspectives are the way in which

teachers think-about their work and what meanings they give to their

actionsin the classroom. Related to this second issue of perspective

is the 'question of whether that interplay between thinking and action,

theory and practice is typical of student teachers. Berlak and Berlak
-

(1981) look at the problem in terms of dilemmas with which all' teachers

are faced. Elliot (1979) sees all teachers learning, and Changing with

experiences. Reforms and changes in schools have often emerged frOm

r.
within, e.g., open classrooms, te-acher centers. The external reforms

based on expefimental or theoretical models have often had no impact on
6 1.

schools as implementation strategies often did not nclude teachers as
. .

,

authors and/or collaborat ors in the endeavor. 'Recent collaborative
1

'research (Elliot,, 79) emphasizes *he key-element of involving teachers

in the formulation of projects and in the process; and implementation

phases if any success or changes are to be expected. The inservice

literature points to the same recommendation of involving teachers at

all levels of decision-making.

The investigatiqn of student-teachers' perspectives is related to

the study of students' capability of .reflection. Are students extracting
.

I, 1
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meaning from their tasks in schools? Refleition, according to Wehlage

(1979) is not part of the professional tradition. Feiman (1979) suggests

There are no standnrdized procedures for becoming
reflective dr achieving professional maturity. One
develops the habit of reflection in teaching through
varied opportunities to study one%s practice in the
company of reflective people: (p. 8).

This research was seen.as an opportunity for student teacherg to 'reflect

ion their practice and share the sources of influence and existential
.

episodes that had impact on their views,

' The study has f4cused

articulation of thought, and

interest is in showing how

on the individual case and the perSOnal

action when talking about teaching. The

three individuals practicing in ,the same

environment, construct their own learning about the teaching role.

Student-teachers' differences in learning, and the impact of the training
5'

on student- teachers' perspectives ate analyzed Are these perspectives

temporary compromises an0or exploratory atit i Are these

perspectives outcomes of existential moments-,-key experiences and

revents--that impact their views? The, portrayals will first answer these

' questions for three different,persons: Carol, Laurie, and Rita, and will 2

41

then compare and contrast these'individual'answers in order to arrive

at a more general understanding.

METHOD

This ,research is part of the first phase of -a larger field-study ,

-

' on the development of teacher Arspectives and the relationship betWeen
4

r teach7 perspectives, ,plassroom and school ptocesses, and student'
. 4

1_1
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liversity.(1) Thirteen student teachers were selected on the basis of
,.;

a questionnaire ("The Teacher Beliefs Inventory") given to all s'tudents

who were enrolled in the' elementary student-teac(hing program at a

Midwestern university. The 13 student* represented diverse perspeCtives

as well as diverse' demographic variables (schodls, grades,-rural/urban).

All of ,these students had volunteered to participate' in the study.

The subjects: The three cases described here--Laurie, Rit'a, and

Carol--were chosen because they were placed in the same highl;

structured schgol (IGE Individually Guided EdUcation) and had different

4
perspectives at the start of the experience. (Tables 1 & 2, pp. 41-42). They

formed a distinctive group within the largef study. Rita and Carol were

teaching in the same unit of 150'4-5th graders with.a team of teachers

' and, Laurie was in the next unit of 150 5-6th graderg with another tetra

of teachers. The units were separate althoughithey functioned very
.

similarly. Laurie and Carol were interns, meaning earning waged and

. .

'given more responsibilities. They were the only interns in the study.

The school and the two units: Individually Guided education was

4 .

developedvin the sixties, during a period of-educational reform and

technological develoinent. It was conceived with a system' analysis

approach to improve cognitive learning (Klausmeier, Rossmiller, and

, Sally, 1977). The brganiztional components of the unitized school were

to respond to individual.0ifferences by allowing a team.of tee hers to

group kids according to abilities and learning media. Every unit,

,called the Research and Instructional Unit, is staffed by a unit leader,
3-6 certified teachers, paraprofessionals (Mainla y aides), and community

7'
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volunteers (mothers). Of the 3-6 certified teachers; the'case of

the units studied here--were studes doing their internship and one,

her student-teaching experience. The team was responsible for the

education of 100 to 200 children.from two grade

The school of this study had the main IGE characteristics:' large
, .6

Nnits, a team of teachers, and lotility grouping. In both units studied,
o

'as in the whole school, the---emphasi, was on'information acquisition and

test achievement. Students worked from prepackaged math materials at

their own pace.(or as fast as they could)'. The teachers monitored -

the individual progress and recorded students' test scores. There was

very little room for individual teacher input when the content was math

or reading as these-were preprogrammed and students were graded by

standard tests. A great stress was-put on evaluation. All curriculum

units, even science and social studies, were completed with similar

competency tests across the .unit.

The structure and the uniformity In roles, teaching methods, aftd
A.

,expectations came from the educational assumptions behind the creation of
44

the school. As stated by Popkewitz, Tabachnick, and Wehlage (in press)',

these 'assumptions: define knowledge,as that which is sated in advance

of instruction ad behavior objectives and.that can be measuted by tests,

define work that children do as being structured by .an instructional,
.

program model with sequential activities; and finally, define the

role of the professional as the oie who implements the program.

Procedure fe

A field study methodology (naturalistic observation and open-ended
..

. 1 . .

interviews) was used to study the development of teacher perspectives
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. , .

during the 15-week student-teaching-experience.
.

The interviews were
7 .

.1

6 tape-recorded and transcribed for content analysis.' The docdmentation of, .

-

.

4

the research was closely. organized in Stenhouse's (1978) categorization

0

style:* "case date which is the bull( of materials asseird, "case
3

- ,
1

..-

record" which is thd edited version. of the case data, "case study" which
i : N

iv,an interpretive discussion of the case; and "survey" which is a
. .

cumulative comparison of case studies. In the case of this research,'

the case data'and the 'case record were the same because the data sources

\C

IS. -

were manageable in. their original form. ..

4\
..

Each student was interviewed six times and observed at least four

-times during the January-May, 1981 semester. The first interview was
. . .

conducted along theline of those conducted by Bussis, Chittenden,'*nd

Amarel (1976) .in an attempt to assess the "entering characteri.stics"

of the students (whY,became teacher, why chose the placement, expectationg,

*typical daS? acttvities; conflicts; and interaction vith cooperating

4
teacher, supervisor and other colle agues). The remaining interviews

dealt/1.6.th teacher role, studenediversitys knowledge andmeurricUlum,

'ff

teacher-pupil relationships. school and society, and community an parents'

role. Although the interviews were scheduled around the.themes, questions
.

. . , ./
,

,

.
ioere asked as related to the observation data, seekingitOunderstand how

students "assign meaning to thei r beliefs byfacting on them and,how they.

give meaning to their actions by making interpretativs....statementes about

the actions after they have occurred."(2) (p. 13).*
/

A final interview assessed changes' experienced and perceived by the

student and/or,the localization of the sources of change, if any,'as

well'as future teaching plans and ixpectations.

-4,
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In addition to the interviews and observational data, each student

was asked to keep a log of her experiences.' Weekly seminars with

superviaor and other student teachers'were also 'attended during the

semester. All cooperating teachers and the one supervisor assigned td

the three students were also interviewed at the end of-the semeater.and
.

asked to portray the changes, if any, seen in the student and to identify

their impact and that of others on itudents' teaching perspectives. All

interviewed were offered back.transcripts of interviews and profiles

written by the researcher.

The case studies and case Survey in this paper are built in the sense

offered by Stake (1978) where the

situation is one in which there is need for generalize-
tion about that particular case or generalization to a
similar caserather than generalization to a popula-
tion of cases. Then the deiands for typicality and
representativeness yield to needs for assurance that
the larger Case is properly described. As readers

- recognize essential similarities to cases of interest
to 'them, 'they establish the basis for naturalistic
generalization. (p, 7).

THE CASE STUDIES

5 Carol came from a rural Midwestein area; both of her parents were

farmers. She spent 18 years in.her hometown and went 12t years to .

parochial school and felt good about her past schooling experience. At

24 she was completing her teaching degree. Carol is quiet, discreet; and

"very pleasant. Her cooperating teacher described her as:

1 '3

/6
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a goFd team member, with a pleasing personality,
attactively dressed' and She. sets a good .example
for'the children...she willrmake an ideal teacher,
one of the nicer students. She is independent,
willing to try new ideas, and has a mind of her
own...* (p.. 209). '

Her, supervisor saw her as fitting perfectly in the unit, and even at

times a "carboni copy of her cooperating teacher."

She just was so impressive., very professional,
extremely,professional with a high Commitment
to the team...she just loves children.e (p. 219Y.

Both supervisor and cooperating teacher agreed'in their basic descriptions
0

of Carol, although the cooperating teacher saw more independence in

k. W
Carol than the supervisor did.

___----

The team demanded firmness and strict control in discipline.

Carol changed in that respect but in the opposite direction of the

school's. demands. She came into, the experience with "humanistic

teacher-pupil relationship perspective" and came out with a higher score

.-e
(see Tables 1 and,2). The real Carol was not very well knownv. The

supervisor saw agreement between Carol's thinking and action: I think

her beliefs are very. close to what it was she was doing." Carol is seen

as someone who doesn't question or criticize things: '"I rarely heard

her say anything negative about anything." It is partiallY,true. Carol

deseribed,herseWns not rocking the boat.

;'m ,one to follow rules. I'm not one to be the
firs one to qdestion someone. 'I'll think it
through and I'll just try it; I'll follow the
rule for awhile...unless it is too harsh fdr the
kids. (pp. 191-192).

* The quotations from the case data have not been edited- Verbatim
transcribing wps preferred. Incomplete sentences, grammatical errors;
pauses, and abrupt transitions are common in most people's oral
communications.

14
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In her respotases tolhe-Teacher's Belief Inventory in May (see Table 2),
,

Catol shows definitely a change towards a critical view (item 28 and 0

.

item 50),. Carol was pot a conformist, as she may'have appeared;

-`.
Carol explained her-behavior at the school as contingent to-the

situation.

Because of the situation I'm in here, I pretty
much follow the "schedule that they have set up for
me...L don't know if I would do that in my class;
here 1 follow a pattern Of-behavior set up for me: (p. 190).

The real. Carol was not fully revealed to either cooperating

teacher or supervisor. Carol did almost everything-the team asked her
Ok

to do, but she did not feel good .about it when it interfered with what

she saw as her right:

Those are my kids and that's how I want to
take Care of them.-- (p. 153).

Carol was seen as fitting perfectly in the school and she really

did. She adjustechto the school, never criticized any of it openly,

except when it had to do .with kids. Of the six themes discussed,

student diversity Or talking about her class was the most interesling

to her At' the end 'of the interview she exclaiMed: "Ofe, this was a

real fun thing to think about! the kids are her most cherished

'Opic:

It is something that I can look at and say,
this is what I have done with these students,
I've.been working with them and I can say some-

. thing aboUt itwher'eas thinking about what I
could do and I haven't done... (p, 119).N ,

She was referring to the previous interviews relating to teacher role,

knowledge, and curriculum. Teaching for Carol was to make it interesting

for kids:

y

D
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Before I'had said I wanted to be their'friend. I

want'thet to like me but more than that, I want to
find, something that interests them. (p. 131).

'40 Carol's affiliation was to the children and the community-rather

than the school. During her internship, she was struggling.with.fier

natural tendency, to adjust, be flexible and learn from others while

at the same time she Wanted to be consistent with her personal beliefs.

Carol did not want to intrude into someone else's territory.
1 '

I'll sit sp, right now, and follow along their plan,
do, my own kind of things in my classrooM, if I want to
kid around a little bit with the kids, that's my
personality, that's something that I'll just do. (p. 141).

She followed the rules, IN just for awhile, because when challenged

about personal value§ in teaching and school district curriculum's

regulations she,took a stand:

I think my personal teaching beliefs could take
over and explain what I really believed in.

About curriculum:

Fulfilling my obligations as best as I cap, and ) 1

still following myanstincts and .the childrerOs
interests.' (p 142).

Carol behaved as someone working for someone else: She effaced

herself a lot in her teaching. She had a mind of her pft, but did not

go much astray in gilep ways. Carol looked 4t the school as a place

where she learned practicalities and techniques. The open setting

seen as a challenge, enabling her to adjust to any setting: ,close-open,

traditional or informal. Two things stand out in Carol's experience:

her fondness for kids and tier affiliation with the community. She

would likeito teach in a rural school. She wanted to be an active

member of the cOmmunitY, knowing families and kids:

IP

16
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I wbu1d like to see the kids not only in school
but strollingAr6und, skating down the'street or
playing baseball in the park...I mean I would like
a relationship like that with kids, I don't just
want toy, be a teacher in school... (p. 195).

Carol came, into the internship beCause she wanted the fullest

14

experience to enableher to be A full-fleAged teacher: She made it a

point to be treated and. seen as an intern. At parties or a the teachers'

4 lounge, Carol said at the table with teacher's rather than wi othex
4?'

fellow students. There was a gentle and firm seriousness about her and

.
the role she was enacting.

.. 1k

When asked about incidents, people who influenced her into teaching

and had impact on her views, Carolcwas very emotional and grateful.

Hex fOurttlograde teacher stands out (she wants to get in touch with

her and let her know). oir

remember one specific incident, I was sick or
something and she took me down to the office. I 1

had a scratch on my eye, and it was that she t2ok
the time to leave the ciass.,.Did you know that
that-one incident made me go into education. (p. 3).

Of all the existential moments that transformed Carol, her

interactions'With kids were the most influential. She was amazed at

how well she knew them, the hundred and mostly her homeroom the thirty

%*-' 15th graders. In her words, they were the ones with most influence, the

kids, they Changed her views and her role:
.

en I first came I thought I could doa lot for kids
somehow. I thought EIldt I could explain thin to them
but now that I've actually had a-chance to talk to the
kids and listen to them, go through eiieryday with them,
I see how much I can dO for them by"pointing out a few
things but also .I see a lot more of how much their family
is teaching them and how muph their experiencesthat-
they have on vacation, on a weekend when they went fishing
or something, how much that is teaching them. and as a
teacher, I can point out things related to that. (pp. 123-129)

1 7



Caro, did not see her coopexating teacher. or supervisor as strong -

1
.

, ..influences. She was very grateful fiRr the opportunities kiven manage-

hient cues and techniques learned, but did not like the' constant reminder

of controlling kids. .Carol was excited about learning herself. She

mentioned enjoying a friend's explanationlof how cars functioned, "He

did it in'a simple manner and _I could understand and do something with

it." Add that is the way she wanted 90 teach: explaining clearly and

simply, making'sure the kids and each individual understood. These

t

instances were more powerful to her than the cooperating teacher or

supervisor when it came to her view .of knowledge and curriculum teacher
a

role and teacher -pupil relationship.

Carol did not see herself changing much througti'the experience.

She saw hesitelf coming into tHe.profession with a sikot of beliefs that

she still keeps. The changes are more of a practical order rather

than ideological:

As fo her views, these have evolved with her as she grew up.

Carol acknowledged with enthusiasm the univeirVty's impact. Comingqrom

a rural area and having spent 12 years, in a parochial school Carol

saw the university as having a great impact .as it was her first. time

'away from home. Carol acknowledged with enthusiasm he university's

impact:

I've learned a Iot from college. It exposed me to
so many new avenues relating)to education specifically,
but so many other things too that it brought about that
I didn't know. I never even thought abogt...but now I
think about things a lot more. I geed things;.I
research a little bit. It has added a real_curioiity

* to me aboui everything. (p. 163).

f
1
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The universityldid not necessarily Mean the formal teacher education

program. It was more the new culture, the new environment with a

different group of people to be with compared to her hometown. It

was not the ideas learned that had the impact, but rather the whole

setting and style of life. In fact, she criticized the radicalism and

lack of accuracy in some of the courses offered.

They took statistics foo Amatically, andwhen
, you go to the schools, nothing standS out as black

and white, as-the utiversity says. (p. 164).

Finally, her involvement in this research project was very

importantito Carol. It hiell an impact on her thinking, it offered

4

her opportunities for' reevaluating her actions, examining new questions,

and looking ahead for more reflective thought in the act of becoming a .

teacher:,

The questions were tog. hard for me,'because I
hadn't had enough expel'ience?-to really'evaluate
what I was doing. reeougstions you've asked me
I probably couldh't,swer them so I thought them

41 answer
through. I really did. I did make an effort. of
it and I did write it down aid made an asgn-
ment for myself but 1 was really curious as to
how 1 felt...I don't think it "has changed my
teaching and what I believe in'but it has helped
as a teacher...just to evaluate my positiori as
a professional within society. The'qUestions
you've asked I really thought through'and then
I was sure'that,tes; that is how I elieve,
and, yes, ehat'show I got my enco ragement from
and then there was still some ques ions that I'm
foggy on so that that's just something that
probably.won't come to me until Itve had more
experiences. (pp. 1'76-177), ' '

Laurie came from a,little town in northern Wisconsin. She went

both to parochial and public school. Laurie is tall'and'alhleic,
.

outgoing and outspoken. At 27, she was completing her teachingdegice

olo
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with many conflicts. Her former 6th grade teacher, whoc4s now a

_personal friend, supported her choice of going info teaching, but was
.

warning her at the.same t me as Laurie recalled In_her comment:.

You are yery energetic; yoti'd beevery good 4
teaching, but you need to bring your ideas dywh
to reality. (p.. 114).. ,

She first went into Medtech because she'liked the sciences but

found that she did not like the lack of human interaction. While going

to college, she was interested in Iids and worked with them in different.

setings. Her experience with severely handicapped kids led her into

the teaching profession, but not into speqial educatiori as she became

interested in the so-called "average child."
)

'It just seemed like there are special students
always, but there's the average child to me is
more special because they're caught in the flow.
they're average, everybody thinks they're
average, and they're just loating along. (p. 2).

1
- . '

Laurie came into teaching wanting to blend her love for kids and
i

her interest in science.

.. p
I would like to combine the twateaching and
science...our body is a waking laboratory and
the kids are fascinated liy this. stuff. (p..6).

1

,

She taas'enthusiastic and eager to try out her ideas in schools.

Laurie was not afraid to teach, ,ta...face the challenge of teaching;#
but she experienced disapproval and failure:

'I was not afraid to come back and teach. I mean,
I was-looking forward to it And I talked to other
people and they, were afraid to come here, and 'I
wasn't. I was really into it. Life is hard, but
I felt sure of myself as a teacher or that I could
do it. "got here and it was like, yes, I
fell flat on my face. (p. 24).

2

t
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Laurie wanted to try new things but:

0

' 18

4

. ...they really put a,lid on things I wanted
to db...(p. 25).

She and her cooperating teacher did -not see,eye to eye. -.They knew

their differences. The cooperating teacher saw Laurie as coming:1n .

ti

. 2*

with a lot of fresh, creative ideas, extremely
idealistic, had a lot of theory and little practical
expekience. She likes the idea "ofWorking with kids
and therefore wants the kids to like'her, and when
she said 'Ale fell Ilat on her face, she did.".She
allaWld them to think of her as their buddy and in
doing-that, that's what they thought.of her.: ...

The main difference was in their views of how to discipline and relate

to kids. The cooperating,teacher believed in structure and firm
.

discipline--"we can no longer baby-them." Laurie ,resented the

s'

cooperating teacher's atitudes.and airs with team members:
5 r ,

...since shOgotthe position of unit leader,
that made her feel superior to all of us- (p. .

40k

asiwell as her relationship with kids

She was Wearing blinders...I guess this is what I
really didn't like. The kids I enjoyed working'
with,- the low group", the problems, she (always
put them down. And that bugged nwilL Yon can't do,
that. It was like, the upper abil kids, the
ones that were high ability, the one she-had baby'', IC

sit for- her child, she was nice to,..(p.,134).
'e

They 'both acknowledged their differences but were unwilling to h about
.

0

them to each other. Laurie was in a dependent situationoneeding approval,

4nd recommendation for certification and. teaching jobs. She adjusted to

the situation. The cooperating teacher Saw the effbrt but was. aware of°

its superficiality.

4
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I'don't think she believed half of the thingsI-was
telling her. She came filled with these fantasy ideas
of what teaching was,all about. She wasn't ready )
for the` real world to hither` (p. 97) ...she did (ckange)
to satisfy 19krequiremerits And s pervior's. Laurie

,has the tendency to spout "back, w t' she thinks- you 4

xwantto hear. That'sxwhy I'm n sure she b4deves
this stuff she tells me or 1, she is dOineitIecause

ti it 16 part of the job. (p. 98).
,

Cooperating teacher -and upervisOr agreed In theirverceptitons of

re

t

Laurie. Boith saw a lack of confidence:

,

(Supervisor): Stle was very oonfident,-in an
.

v outward way, but insecure inside...she wanted:

to approachthingsdkery innovatively,,verY much
on a friend basis, almost a peer assodatibn

. with the students. (1^19).,' 4

,(Cooperating teacher) She comes off,as very.
confident but I guess underneath she isn''t as
confident as she comes off. That is nbt a side
that I have seen b4t Ihave been told by a
member of myteam.

. 4
o

4

Laurie saw the two--cooperating teacher and subervisor--as setting her
1/4#

'up for failure. None of them supported her at the beginning ofl the
,

. ,

semester when she was trying to be inndliative, Obey questioned? het
/. 4

ability to become a teacher: -
Ileibibn'l r,

it

, . .--.

.

That-question came up a lot. '.Laurie, doyou-think
that you should be in education? Do you think its
the field for you?' And ever since then my feelings'
about teaching' here anyway, have dropped. I've
more or less conformed to the norm. (p.-:60).

0 .

Laurie's conforbing,/response was appr4ciated by 'the cooperating teacher

who acknpwledge'd Laurie's improvement in classromanagement (p. 91).
, y

The supervisor was worried and saw negative aspects in Laurke's
.

.,.

reactions and disciplining style. The supersor saw her becoming. ,

. 1

strict' strt and hard on kids: 47(

22
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She was tense, more nervous, more jumpy, the same
things that she could have said positively, but she
wanted toeep on them and control... (p. 80),
.(supervisNt).

-4 .

saw t4 creativity in Laurie:

20

pereting-teeeherv=the-supervisor

_.+. I think she is a fairly creative person as far as
cr ideas and she teeny wants to involve kids in the

learning act...I think she impressed the rest of
the team and the students were very involved...I

. .4! don't think she was totally able to teach the way
she would if she had her own clasS...I think she

7-3 had .a conflict with the cooperaittig teacher and
.

that I don't think helped at all throughout the
semester (p. 82), (supervisor).

Laurie felt tha;/bothsupervi.sor gnd .cooperating teacher did not

/
give her the support she ifeeded. The supervisor recognized the fiact that

'Laurie needed that but according toaurie she did not give it:-

Laurie needed the guidance and feedback and
direction at first. She needs to be told that
she.is doing a good-job`nd needs to be told
where to improve. (p.°82), (supervisor).

s,
The internship experience had a great impact on Laurie, not

ti

a
necessailly changing her ideas, allowing.her to reexamine her

position and desire to teach. She felt as an outsider in her team:

"I see myself different from everybody in the unit..." (p. 66).
. 44.

feltthat she was not part of the team when came'to decisions:

I felt just like a ping pong ball. I can get
bounced around at anyone's will (Journal; p. 35)r

also

In spite of those feelings andnegative'experiences, lack of communica-

tion, support and freedom, Laurie felt strongly about teaching. The -,

experience did not shatter her desire to go into education or decrease

her self-confidence.

23
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Yes, am a good teacher. 'An'd education is iThat.I.
want to go into, .And I couldn't find arlbther.field
right now if I had to start all over. I would still
pick education...The challenge fs there, I really
love challenge--100% of the day. There's so many'
things that are changing. And it's never boring.
Education will never, ,,k(ei be boring. (pp. 76-77).

Ip her response to the Teacher's Belief Inventory before and after

the intehip, her perspectives have not changed(see Tablessl and

2), but this alone would be an-'unfair statement. Laurie's experience

was extremely important, not in changing views as expressed by test
.

sepres, but in strengthening attitudes and offering opportunities-jor

reexamining her stand.

I When asked about,influences and changes during the semester' Laurie1

OPmentioned her- awareness of political games in schools, lack of coopera%

tion among teactitrs: "a lot of'coyering up and sugar coating situations."

Hex cooperating teacher strengthened her beliefs about children'as she
....,

O
disapproved ,of her relationsiiip with kids. Laurie learned what not to

do and That can be damaging to teachers and kids, Itir conflictsInNber

experience shade her more 'critical, of,schools and aware of its bureaucracy,
A,

lack of democracy and freedom. The experience made her conforrCI for

awhile.

I compromised. I mean, ,I didn't compromise.
No one else did. I just confOrthed. And.T
didn't enjoy that. That wasn't me. (p.:114).

Her conformism was thin; her cooperat

team members knew that Laurie went by
.

Laurie did a few things,on-her own:

twice a week; she set up'a newspaper

1

0111

.

ing teacher, superviscii, and °tiler

the rules only to a certain extent

she diverged from the math pack

unit, milcing reading abi.lity groups.

_

r"
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These activities were allpwed as'they did nglaffect the rest of the team.
ist

The kids' were upset as Laurie was slowing them down with their packs.

How ver, atehe end, they appreciated it and asked...1pr it. She 'wanted

to

I

e appretiated'aS the teacher who made them work:

They knew they had to work in my class...but they
enjoyed doifig it, and they could see that they
could get something out of it. Even though)liss
X was hard on us but it was in,a nice way. (p. 141).

The internship experience was crucial to Laurie, but lit would be

6
simplistic to understand. the internship as isoiatedifrom Laurie's personal )

lifR and past experiences. Laurie saw her car accident of two years ago

is- the major event in her life. The car accident has greatly influenced

the way she thinks and acts. It made her aware of the injustices and ,

of the, need to question things about her.

My.accident...I got screwed over really bad..tI -

was forced to default...you can't trust society,
people can get'ai you...It made me like you cover
evety single base, that you look at the whole
picture artd-iroti-1eok at it from as many angles as

'you can...I. want children to feel free that they,ask
questions...Don't take it as black and white...
that they question and they ask...{pp. 128-129).

The other major event that had impact on her beliefs was leaving her

home town, moving.out-!to college. It opened a new way of thinking and

an acceptance of other styles of life. (She compared herself with her

'Sister who came to visit her and was shocked with the college style of

life, e(p. 130)). She saw differences in culture between the university

campus and the schools, home, anithe larger population. She also saw

4
the university influencing her to be a radical. She felt.idealistic

and.xriticized by the school as such. 'She Was concerted about the

durability of the effect:

1 200



The university keeps you in a bubble..,.it's all
bleary. And there's no way everything looks. good
on paper. But to apply this is another vestion:
AO the community sees you as you're another .radisal
from the university'. And it's like we come cut 6f
here very idealistic. X do think that had something
to,dolwith my feeling now...and.five yeais from now
I may be totally at the Other end of the spectrum. '
I hope not...(. 136).

.23

1aurie felt thaAhe university made'her politically aware while. people

.

in the *community are not, or *ecome "conformist," Laurie worried about

being percpived as a college graduate from -liberal school and ,t .

therefore:must believe so and so and is in conflict with the n4insteam

Jtraditional community.

Laurie thought it was important for teachers to be sent back to

college, to take courses with undergraduate students
'''

v

6.-

haveCa feeling of broadening their views: "h m
.2

40e-the sit on1
.

methods courses." (p: 137) .

Laurie gave great importance to feelings. She was going through

ther own personal tonflict of loge and commitment. At the'time, she was,

making the decision to break with one of her two boyfriends. The

relationships were intense. These events were important in this ease?

especially as Laurie was not'finding any huban support 4t the school.°

At the same, time, as kids confided in her (pot smoking, divorce,

a

problems); and were asking for cLiveness and thendship, the teach rs

IR the unit wereoencouraging,distance and discipline. Teaching .to Laurie

Went beyond the academics, although she put emphaI sis on the basics. and

was concerned with her students learning kgy concepts in both: But ip<

, - she did not want to be the disciplingridn.

2r
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It's not my job to be your police officer, to

patrol over you. ,I said itts my job as your
,teacher to help ybu (p. 10).

#

She remembered her 4th grade teacher who stands out as important in'

her decision to go into teaching. The 'Same teacher also:helped her make

the transition' from parochial school to public school:

,- She had feelings...Sh% didn't come across as like
' I'm the teacher, I'm right...It was OK that you didn't

- , get 100% on your papers...Once I bummed a spelling
test. :I felt like, God, I didn't want to shoW this
to anybody. And she said, it's all right. Now you

' know that you have learned, and you can learn from
the' ones that_ are wrong more than you'll ever learn
from the ones you get 100% on. And, um, that made'
me, feel good, you know, Ad I wanted to be like that
'sometime. (pp. 16-17).

Finally, her involvement in.this research project was very important

to Laurie. He talks.inathe Interviews helped her grow in understanding

because they enabled her to openly express her concerns. She had been

turneltdown by teachers and questioned her capacity to teach. The

research helped her reflect:

Look back onto things'differently...Ithelps me-to
look back on the whole situation I had. And it
helps me ]gook at, you "know, college. It helped me
becOme more aware of whatts going to happen out
there...There's.a lot of angles that I'still hadn't
looked At, and sometimes I feel that--how am I
going to cover all that? In things that I'd like'
to gq, in teaching. And it makes you wonder, though.
Every time I come over here I more,.and more want to
go into teaching...Fram my practicums, just the half
days, I feel really confident about them, really
good about them. As to my interning, there are
some days I really felt bad about myself. I mean
I felt I did a really ,crumny'jdb. And*I guess I
really sort of questioned myself, because I wanted
to go into teaching and I thought I could be good.
at it. And that made me really sort of question,
like maybe I'm not. (p. 10).

9 ...41
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In spite ofthe shattering of confidence and her self-questioning,

Laurie ended the last interview with'a strong sense of uniqueness.

Not every teacher is alike. And it's too bad
some people think they should be...(p. 114).

Rita was the youngest of the three cases: she was 21and getting

married in the Fall of 1981. She was very proud of her background. HeT

father was an officer in the army and her mother had a degree incommuni-
,

cation arts and she felt very lucky to be born in a well-educated,family; .

she had travelled all over and had lived in many different places.

Rita appeared to have a-lot oflconfidence. She thought highly of

herself:
a

.

I am a very flexible person and I get along very
well with people and I don't have a lot of conflicts
with anybody (referring to .cooperating teacher and
supervisor). I have an'open eye, and I look upon
things with a critical eye--net necessarily that I'm
always Wanting to change it but I wanly to make sure
that it's the best for the student. I have a very
good rapport with kids; I'm interested in them, not
only their academics but actualliwhat they're made
up of: their make up. I'm always interested in
developing new ideig or new units or gathering
materials that are outside. I'm excited about
teaching, I have a very positive attitude about it.
I want to do what is best for the child...develop
the 'best 'curriculum and teaching environment centers

children... (pp. 123-124).

Her supervisor and cooperating teacher were impressed,:by Rita's

confidence and outspokennesi in the team situation:

I perceived her more as a rebel. Somebody
who would come in and definitely have their
own-ideas and would not be very receptive
to change...(p. 145), (supervisor).

The supervisor explained Rita's outspokenness and independence from her

background and life style.

.- 1s. )
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° She feels that she has had opportunities-end that
she has a lot to offer other people. She's- very

confident in her capacities and the fact that she'
is what she is, and that she has had all these
opportunitiei and she'is a rich kid...(p. 147).

The cooperating teacher saw lita's Strengths as critpallof curriculum

and determined to'voice her opinion, but he also saw hei fundamentally

following school regulations in her behavior. She "fitted" into the

school.

She was very easy to fit into the mold of realizing
our discipline structures in the unit, to see how

* we an the classrooms, how we set up our curriculum.
II think she fit in very well. But, at the same time,
I think she also,had her own set ideas as to what was
relevant to the children. -I think relevanty was her
key, relevant to the children. She was going within
the structures, to try to make her programs as relevant
to the childrenas, she could. (p. 137).

It is to be noted that the cooperating teacher was different in views

and philosophies than most other teachers in the unit. He wanted to

initiate more cooperative skills in his classroom and emphasized less

the academics in order to provide time for that. He had lived in

SWeden and married a Swedish woman. He was impressed with the Swedish

phasis on cooperation, and thought the Affierican education needed'some

of that:

We ha4e.all those fights out at recess; we don't

hALc19ML.reagte_to.....y.our_neact do
neighbor when he takes your pencil, and how to
resolve conflicts...I think we have to deal with
that and start teaching children how to get along -

with%each.other. (p. 138). .

He did not apply many of his ideas because he was afraid they would be

considefa'too radical by .the community and would not b'e welcomed.

A 7
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1ita and her.cooperating teacher thought highly of each other.
.

They were both critical of things happening in the unit, although Rita

thought that her cooperating teacher was more critical than she was.

When asked about her cooperating teacher, Rita gave a very warm

enthusiastic description:

T
I'm really enjoying X; he's a different type of
person and he's outsgoken,:and kind of a feisty
person but yet he's got a lot of good ideas, 'and
he lets me do what I want, andliels very positive

and he gets along with his kids...He's At one of
these teachers who doesn't want to hear what is
wrong. I really enjoy working with him. He's
not one of these type of persons that I'm concerned
about what I say to him where there are a Couple
of other people in my. unit that I woUld,be less
comfortable with. (p. 30).

4

Compdred to the other.teachersher cooperating °teacher was more

informal in his interactions.with kids and was criticized by the rest
e .

of the unitlas lacking a 'firm grip" on the classroom. The cooperating

teacher saw the relationship between Rita and him as one of colleagues

that learn from each other:

I tried to treat her as an equal. I tried to give
her the freedom that she wanted'to develop her
curriculum. I was here merely as a sounding board
where she shared ideas and at the end of a unit,
comments were made,...(p.,155).

The freedom giVen to Rita aid not reflect itself in the daily clas,s-
. -

p-iilurwil tETIREFF-realiTiETTIT the unit,

except for a large group presentation on Hawaii where Rita. could share*

)something more personal add whefe she did not feelbound to the

curriculum. Rita saw herself and was seen as the student teacher who0-
did a great job in the classroom.

30
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She had a4ot of excellent qualities, management
skills. She was able to keep on top of every-
thing and well-planned and so forth...( 4, 157).

28

Rita came into the student teaching experience with high

expectations on classrobm management. Her first page in her journal

said:

The first day at the school as been,mixed with many
feelings. Number one is fear, fearof the unknown,
fear of-failure, and fear of my final phase of
the UW teaching 'program. (pg. 1, Journal).

When asked about expectatpns,'Rita replied:

The thing I feared most was the area of classroom
management. I want to pick up techniques and ways
of dealing with,kids in many differens/situations.

k
a,'m becoming more and more at easeml-th the whole

ea of discipline...my goal is to start feeling
more comfortable with the kids...(p. 17).

..,

Her cooperating teacher agreed with Rita's expectations and perceived

that nervousness:

I think when she came in the beginning she, as all
student teacqrs are, I think they're a little bit
nervous, a li\tle bit apprehensive coming into a
new situation...The only thing that I remember
that stuck out at the time was that her one concern
was classroom management. Dealing with the class-
room, which usually means disciplining children...
...But all other areas she seemed to be rather self-

* confident as far as taking over and d aling with
the situation of student teaching. (p. 129).

Ritaltlwasway!dsabelateacher. She'didn't know if it had
---y-

been because of 'stereotypic" expectations for women to become teachers,

or that she was surrounded by educators in 4ber family.

Most of my relatives are in education, ,so that may
have been another influenc ..My grandfather was an
educator, they are also a1 UW graduates. All my,

dad's brothers are educators in Milwaukee; my auni
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' is an educator in secondary ed; myodad's tw
cousins, one is a rinctpal. I have an u cle
who is dean of admis
sora's in the adminis ative end of educa-
tion;tion; so all, so basiCally all my relatives
are in education. I,think just the a osphere
of being. around educators my whole life ay
have trickled something in my head. My s ter
is just a freshman in Ma'disdn and she's going
into eduCation. I think it's probably just
my whole family life, but my parents aren't.
My d d is a Colonel in the army. He's not
in ed Cation and mymother, like I said, was
in communication arts. (p. 11),

.

.,.,

At the same time,'Rita wanted to "improve the system." She had

ons at the, University

personally a goad schooling experience; it wasoreal easy, but she felt

the urge to change things as she saw a lot of wasted time in schools':

Rita appeared in the first interview as very determined to make changes,
A

especially in`turriculum. She criticized one of the units taught apd

suggested Ways of improVing it, but the action was limited to ideas

and projects. In her actual teachig, she followed the curriculum

pretty closely. *She felt comfortable wit guidelines. She also

realized she was given a lot of freedom.

The interesting point is that Rita did not act differently from

Carol and did much less innovations than Laurie. Rita was concerned

about curriculum at the thought level and involved in classroom manage-
r

--A.-feTrexcerpts will show her basic goal and

purpose in her teaching experience. Establishing authority and-respect

were major concerns:

I'm just gradually trying To really establish
. my authority and I don't want to start an

activity and have it get a little noisy and
hgve to say OK, get back in you.r seats, this
is over. (p. 69).
1' 'oil.'

ler
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Rita did ride do grpup activities or projects that did not fit the

routine and customs of her unit as she did not'want to vislc mismanage,-

ment and distuAing other units Inithe area.

Her major expectation fromhe experience was to have good class-

room management. It posed for her a.challengeetrying tohave a warm

rapport and yet not lose control:

Rapport with students is that the stuAents respect
me as a teacher, look to me for guidanice or infor-
Mation, feel comfortable with me, see that I am
capable of teaching them. Control to me is being
able to have a classroom that is attentive. (p. 19).

She would like, in her own future self-contained classroom, toallow

Choices and sole freedom, but:

the teacher has to be. the guidd% That is the only
way you can protect yourself. Protect yourself from
total. chaos. Protect yourself from the administra-
tion. Protect yourself sp }Lou are` not totally over--

whelmed. Just trying tqhrtake sure children.zare

doing their tasks even though they are working at
what they want to do because you do have guidelines to
follow.1 s Protect yourself from principal, parents too.
In that sense, I mean,"protett yourself from those
outside rces but try. to allow the students as
many "f (p. 62).

Accountability, sel ec on, maintaining teaching identity, authority,

and control were deeply ingrained in Rita's perspectives and her perception,
lk

. s

of success.

When 'asked about influences and important events in her dstre to

become a teacher, Rita remembered her third grade teach er. She didn't

know why that teacher stands out in 1171Kemory as having had great

impact. When talking about her with affection, Rita said she was

II 0
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Kind of authoritarian in-her classroom; the class
was very well-behaved and she did a couple of
disciplinary actions that I, am totally against but
that was many years ag6 when that type, you know,
standing in the corner, sticking our heads in cubby
holes...for some reason, that yearis the one tha5
really sticks in my 'mind thatI really learned 9/lot
and, I think, maybe that strictness was good in a
sense, She had a lot of control overer clash, and
I seem to learn a lot Trom,ihat class and...It's so
long that I can't remember why she was the one who
really. influenced me. (pp. 6-7).

During the student teaching experience Rita looked very positively
4

at supervisor and cooperating teacher as sources of help and influence.

She did not feed, the same about the university education program. She

saw it as remote and idealistic and not having any impact on her

teaching abilitiei. The only positive aspect of the program was the

4
practical part.in the Nhoo. She panted more time in schools.

- -

I actually have probably not used a whole heck of
a lot that I got from the university. Simp]y
because a Jot'of university.thvories and ideas are
too idealistic and they're, not practical when you're
-actually out there teaching. And I've talked t
many'pecnle that feel this way. _You take all th
course work at the university and then you-come nto

°I)

the clasdroom and it doesn't do you a bit of go .

And you come in and you push it to the side and ou
develop your own thing...and you can't go along this
ideal track that often the university exports to you.
( p . -110) .

.

The biggest experience, or the most valuable experience
is actually in the classroom, the two practicUms that
I've had, prior to studentteaching...I-can see myself
growing from each brie of those, and that's far more
valuable than all the'projects I did, and reading I
did, and things like that." (p. 111).

It is important, toiememb r that Rita's main emphasis was on class-
.

room management (when choosing topic for seminar presentation, she

34
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researched discipline). When asked what chgqes had happeped to her

that semester, discipline was again a major theme.

c

R: The changes I've made have been .behavioral. I
cable in here with a fear of, like akbehavidral
modification type thing. And I've ettablfshed
now a way of dealing with kids and having them
dq what Dwant thqm,to to and getting them
motivated and dealing with discipline problems
In the Classroom.

K

I: What does that haVe to do with behavior 6
modification? 1

R: Well, in so far as discipline, you know,
modifying their behavior so they're
behaving within the classroom,, and that's`
all part of discipline. (pj 98).,

I

Rita was .task oriented; sh46,wanted to see results. Her pragma

fitted into the school's technical view of education., She was thepnly

one of the three students who would use the school's technical jargon:
ott

competency, 'behavior modification,testing, packs, achievemedt,

grouping.

The other change. expressed by Rita was related to hez views on

kids. She haiisriticized at the beginning of the semester the distance

that existed in the unit between tewhers and students. She was referring

to arule in the unit wheeby students were not allowed to get close

to the teachers' desks. Now 4e resigned herself to thinking skeptically:

You don't like to th k that there are.some,gad
and I think there ally are. There are kids ftli'at
don't want to be ln the classroom and Tothink I've
reined nyielf to that fact an&now I have to deal
wittrying to'motivate these children. You can't
be so idealistic ito think that 5hildren Will enjoy

school all thc time.and really want to be there. So
you've got to try to develop things that you can
motivate them, and hopefully, get them to leave your
class with,a better attitude about school. (p. 99).

0
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Rita had initially wanted tw,bi,more at. the level with the kills but in

hei Unit it seemed difficult and she was afraid to lose con /rol:

.

You take a step down' n your authority 'and thatis
a risky thing..,Smiling daq-to be a PALblem Tath 'I

me simply because I think I yaa a little tenO. ,

But the more comfortable I drnqn a situation, I.
". have very little difficulty sinning. (p. 122),..,

'The changes in Rita ;dere in accordance with her'eXpectations. She

came the experience wi h classroom management concerns and she

focused her eff4 on dig ipline., She needed tp feel in control so is

to gain self-confidence: twas a reassuring experience. Her Teacher

4

Beliefs Inventory scores s a change towards more humanistic teacher-

. pupil ielationships (see Tables 1 'and 2) . The experience of control
.,,

allowed her to think in less custodial ways of interacting with kids.

Aathough it is important to note that the change'll thought is not

sufficient to understand perspectives. Thought and actions are in
°

Constant_interplay. And, in Rita's case, it is more apparent as thoughts :

and actions were not very consistent and shewas-not willing to

scrutinize her expgriences.

Riia's'reactions ho her involvement with this research changed

th.raugh the semester. She was enthusiastic at the beginning, spending

. time,initiating issues and ivolunteering infoimation. As the interviews

became probing and specific, telating actions and thoughts, obsevva7

tions and,commerits, Rita became less willing to participate. She gave

less time andlpfelt burdened by the questions. When given.e'copy of the

first transcribed interview, Rita was negative and felt it did not make

sense.. It seemed as if the repActive aspect of! thg research was

bothering her andrishe felt unmotivated to proceed in introspection.

1

; 3C
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A Case Survey of Developing Perspectives Towards Teaching
0

The comparisons .and contrasts between Carol, Laurie, and Rita.offer

interesting insights in understanding the act of becoming teachers. A

strong sense of uniqueness is present in each experience, althOugh they

all practiced in the same school and followed the same teacher education

program. Everyone of the students expressed a growth progess. Although

the growth in these cases did not necessawily'mean a change I I

perspectives, the process wasInot neither one dimensional, namely,

learning the teaching Si*, nor cumulative--knowing how to teach better.

Car4, Laurie, and Rita have 'expressed multifaceted ways of being
,

influencegl and changed. These weWere Often suble occurrences or -/
27- gariletimes dramatic events.

Y .

Five major points 0111 te.. e in concluding this paper; the

/
purpose is to further the nalysis and reflection in understanding and

interviewing in the -aching development dynamics:

First, what we expected'to be similar in actions an
i
perspectives

between Carol, Laurie, and Rita was not reallysimilan, The identifi-'

'abion of ,a common experience in terms of the same school and instructional °

:.
.,

c

-man as well as the same university education progra&does not identify
. ,

the plAotenon as experienced by the students as'Similar. There were

similarities but these do not explain the differences-in how each
e

student conatructed meaning from them: The routine of teaching was

, similar across the three cases. The three of them expressed 'a feeling ,

4 °

of technkal know how. They learned it in a cumulative style, increasing

:3

O

0
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their familiarity with the classroom practices. The student-teaching

experience was not similar as one might expect. Their actions'were

similar: they all conformed to the school's'regulations, but-they did

not' nece, arily develop similar views of teaching. Their reactions were

not different for the observer's eye. They all three conformed but for

different reasons. Althoughthe external responses to theenviron-

merit' were-behaviorally similar, the expectations and priorities were

o

different. -Each had her own style of putting the pieces together.
o

-Rita and Carol adjusted to the school's style of teaching and used

the same materials aid techniques as the rest of the team in that unit.

As to Laurie, she also behaved simila'rly as she monitored malipacks

and made sure that the kids went through the materials before the post

test examinations. All three students were eXposed to similar (action)

constraints but the reactions (thought) were different; Carol followed

regulations for awhip but she knew that was 'not what she would do

her classroom and even with her own kids, she was not as strict as her

cooperating teacher wanted her to be. Rita adjusted but shz also found

techniques and regulations helpful for classroom management, and for

establishing her authority. These were goals she .pursued and felt

good about. As to Laurie, she rebelled, she fell flat on her face,

she then'conformed and tried to make cooperating teacher and supervisor

believe that she was changing her views.

The reasons behind the similar behaGiors were very varied. The

acquired skills were not conducive to shaping a way of thinking, but

rather as a form of adjustment and situational survival. The contrast

0
%Jo
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between action and thought can become in some off-the cases, a constant

dilemma. The synthesis is an ongoingdprocess, perspectives (4re

constantly tested under differing circumstances.- And student teachers

more so than other teachers, have an immediate need t6 resolve the

dilemma between- actions and Aughts. As they work for others and

in others' classrooms; they seem to act similarly: adopting conforming

behaviors, when they really don'i.

Second, chat seems to explain the differences in their perspectives

towards teaching is not explained by psychological factors, personal

baround, or environmental settings. The meaning and the personal

interpretations of similar experiences that each student made are not

only a product of the interaction btween psychology and environment.

What seems to clarify the students' teaching perspectives,Are the

ements--thOse key experiences--some tacit and quasi-imperceptibles and

others dramatic and devastating.

Specific events or people not the ones we'expect tebe influential

helped shape ebkir thinking. In the case of Carol, the sources of

'impact were not the cooperatiftg teacher, the supervisor, the school or

the university education program. It was her 4th grade teacher, her leaving,

home, her new style of life at college, a friend wit° explained cars, the

kids, and,the'research opportunities to reflect on her experiences.

In the case ofLaurie, the following episodes were salient: her car

accident; her living in a liberal college environment, her boyfriends,

her falling flat her face when bringing innovation into the classroom,
I

and the research opportunities to think back and introspect. In the case
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Iof Rita; the school, cooperating teacher, and supervisor were`strong-

37.

Influences. Her background was _important in terms of what was success-

ful: "establishing an authority figure." The events were not as

'vident as in the cases of Laurie and Carol, but Rita fits. perfectly

in the interactive literature view whereby background; biography,

I

,

and ecology interact smoothly to form and shape views. It should be noted,

however, that Rita was less willing to share views as the semesterwent

by. There mayehaVe been salient occurrences, but Rita was unaware of.

them or did not want to talk about theM. From these cases, it seems

that upbringing, personality, and environme actors were all

backgrounds or the framework in.which key experiences became shaping

forces.

Third, the cases draw attention to the importance of the individual's

'interpretations of experiences. The results of this study could have

been very different and misleading if thty would have been based on

observing the actions and analyzing the pre-post test scores.

In the three cases, a look at the-Teacher Belief Inventory (see

Tables 1 and 2) shows Garol as*the person who changed most and Laurie
%

as the one who was txtouched by 'the experience. Basing the findings on

pre-post teat results would have missed the richness of Laurie's
OJ

experience--the conflicts and resolutions. On the other hand, if the

study had been limited to observations .of behaviors, Carol's internal

struggle and development would not have been apparent.

Observations and pre-Post test studies alone lack information and

power to analyze and.understand the .dynamics of growth. They are

40
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,incomplete in picturing the person's formation of perspectives and the

38

implementation,in the classroom of views and ideas. It is important to

offer subjects the opportunity for the discussion of their views. It

is,also intereyting to have others (as in this study; supervisor, and
,-, \ . .

.

cooperatint teachPr),express their version of the story. Education

needs more in depth case studies Shat use varied and complementary sources

of infdtmation. It ii essenti o illuminate the phenomenon rather than
N

°

to obscure it with irrelevant, incomplete, or disconnected pieces of

.

ihfoTation. ,

Fourth, the reflective process itself--opportunities for discussion

by the student teacher With someone they can trust--was important to

the development of perspectives. ,Involving the students in the prftess'

.of inclar*--milathem researchers of their own perspectives.
/ .

-

Two bf the' three student :teachers engaged fully in the ac ivity and

pursued it as a mans to clarify issues, look back at experien s, and

saw it as a challenge to think
-
about,questiors they would not ask them,

selves readily and spontaneously. Carol'felt that the research forced

)

.

'her to think, about difficult or unresolveNeklues.) It allowed her to .,
.. i

, .

go beyo nd the evident`. The interviews helped Laurie express her

. struggles, look back analytically, and reconfirm .her views and commitment

... . .

4..
No teaching. The research-allowed them to make public their thinking.

.
. .- e

At the same,point, the research process showed that not all students

L.', 4 4

are willing to go through that analysis. The research process showed

als o that the teacher education program as'it is conceived does not
.

offer those,reflection opportunities. Assessment and recommendationel

.

F

0
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from cooperating teacher and supervisor, stand in tAe way of trust and .

openness in the sharing of ideas. Teacher education programs need to

find ways of facilitating that reflection. Supervisors and cooperating

teachers are not always in a position to offer that challenge as they

are pied into the evaluation process. All three students saw the

seminars as the, place for reflection and they saw their fellow students

as best sources for interesting discussion.

Fifth, there is little focus on the development of perspectives

in student teaching. Students seem to have no problems learning the

teaching'skills. Most education programs offer students cumulative

opportunities to practice in different classrooms and to gain confidence

in 'management techniques. The missing part is the development of

perspectives.

,Supervisors are too busy obser4ing the actual teaching, suggesting

techniques of improvement, and finally, qualifying ;0e student for

certification. Even when supervisors challenge students with reflective

issues, the problem of trust is not always resolved. Studeht teachers

are individuals and need to be treated as such. The dialogue for the

development of perspectives is not easy. It will only.happe/if both

No pK . .parties are willing to engagt in open introspection and continuing

.'
dialogue. -

,
.

\t .. -
,

The develop nt of perspectives is also missing, not only because e
, .

- of lacking opport ities, but because of the nature of the studot-

teaching experience itself. The th ee student teacherVere attempting
8

-
to form personal syntheses, but they often spoke of their views as

42
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temporary and contingent to the sittiation. They had difficulties

reconciling the inconsistencies between action and thoughts, betweeh

ideal and real, between personal an&school oals. The resolution of

dilemmas was not.. real, it was not even a compromise, but often expressed

itself in conformist behavior. Studying student teachers' perspectives

demands a follow-up of these students and an indepth longitudinal in-

vestigation. The student teachers do not really form perspectives

but gather experiences that will attempt to give meaning to actioi.

Student teaching is more a time to probe perspectives rather than

to form them. Teachers in alternative styles of teaching often say

t3 "It took me many years before I was able to change and try these ideas:"

Other teachers left teaching to be able to explain and understand what

they were trying to do. Time and distance, episodes and events, and

varied environments are needed to speak of a teaching identity reflecting

congruent. perspectives. The cases in this study were vivid examples

drawing attention tqwards the power of the individual in giving meaning

tri experiences.
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Table 1

Pre\ and Post Tests Results from Teacher Beliefs Inventory (TBI)

* ;

1 2 3 4
Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree'

I

41

- .

Commitment Humapiatic Active Commnnity Weak Questionning
. to change Teacher-Pupil Teacher Involvement (nowledge School and

Students Public Schools . Relationship % Role ', in Schools Frame. Society

41,
Carol

Lautie

Rita'

Min-Max
2-8

Jan. Many

3 6

4

5 6

O

.Min-41ax Min -Maxi Min-Max ' Min-Max Min-Max
8 -32, 9-368-32

..

, 6-12

.

Jan: tay Jan. May Jan. May

24. 27 19 24 .22 22

22 '. 22

16 a 21

23 25 .19 19

22 25 13 12

1

: 4-16

Jan. May Jan. May

*33 33 10 12

28. 28 . 14 12

26 28

t

8 13

r.
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Sample Item Results

1

Strongly
Disagree

Table 2

fromnTeacher Beliefs Inventory (TBI)

2

Disagree

TBI sample items by catepries 1
-

PUblic schools are doing a good job (3)

A great deal is'wrong with4public schools.
Will contribute to reforth . . . (50)

4.1
CO $.4 0i 0 44g 4

c.) ri c0
S co

E1 ;14 c4

Teacher should start year as strict
, disciplinarian (4)

Teachers should tell students a great
deal abodt themselves (31)

3

Agree

$.4 S
0) 0

CO 4.1H
W 0

W 0
c4

Teachers should be left free to determine
methods of. instruction (28)

a
A teacher's priilary task is to carry out the

. -

educational goals .'. .'formulated by others (33)

-..

dhooling . . . helps perpetuate social and

fa
economic inequalities in Aur society (38)

.i'

Teachers should be concerned Co change .

society (43) 4

4

Strongly
Agree

Laurie

Pre Post

2 2

3 3

3

3

3

'3

3 2.5 .

3 3

3

1
The pther categoried are not included as the.students did not make any changes in
curriculum categories.

V

Carol

Pre Post

3 2

1 3

3 2

2

1 3

3 2

2 3

2 2

community, knowledge

1 47

42

Rita

Pre Post

3 3

3 4

411.L-2

4 3

2 3

3 3

0

2

2 2

2 3
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